ro6	SCHILLER AND THE TYPK-PKOULKM
sera, imports & chacun dc nous, notro imlividu n'est plus que
la moindre partie dc nous-ni6mes. Ghnnm s'<Hrnd» |>onr ainsi
dire, sur la terrc entire, ct clevient sensible sur tmitc wit** gnm<!<
surface."
" Est-ce la nature qui porto ainsi te hommen si In in ti'eux-
mtaes ?" l
Rousseau deceives himself; he boliVvas this stale to ik*
a recent development. But this is not so. (5ranted it has
only recently become conscious to us, it none the loss always
existed, and it reveals itself all the more vividly tho further
we descend into the origins, For what Rousseau depicts
is nothing but that primitive collective mentality which
L^vy-Bruhl has aptly termed "participation mystique"*3
This state of suppression of the individuality is no new
acquisition, but a residue of that archaic time when there
was no individuality whatsoever.
What we are dealing with is not, therefore, a recent
suppression, but merely a new sense and awareness of the
overwhelming power of the collective. One naturally pro-
jects this power into political and ecclesiastical institutions*
as though there were not already ways and means enough
for the evasion of even moral commands when occasion
suited! In no way have these institutions that presumed
omnipotence for which they are from time to time assailed
by innovators of every sort \ the suppressing power lies
unconsciously in ourselves, namely in our own barbarian
element with its primitive collective mentality* To the
collective psyche every individual development is obnoxious
which does not directly serve the ends of collectivity.
Hence the differentiation of the one function mentioned
1	" We cling to everything, we clutch on to all times, places, men,
things; all that is, and all that will be, matters to each of us ;  our
individual self is only the least part of ourselves,   Each extends, as
it were, over the whole earth, and becomes sensitive to this whole vast
surface.
" Is it nature which thus bears men so far from themselves* ? **
2	Levy-Bruhl, Les Fonctions mentalts dans les

